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surprising, because one would think that
voting tallies would be kept longer than
22 months after an election.
Finally, before leaving this endeavor, it
is important to note one conclusion this
blog has reached about its efforts. Finding recently that it was difficult to obtain
information it sought, the researchers
have questioned clerks as to the delay,
and the response has been that there are
lots of requests under the sunshine law
for information.
Who is making these requests? Clerks
apparently are reticent to provide that information. But the blog concludes, “The
high fees some counties have requested
may be their way of discouraging those
who aren’t serious about their information requests. ... This is problematic for
someone on a budget but it is what we
should expect, maybe.”
Well, I beg to disagree. Everyone in
the public has paid for these records to
be created. When public bodies use high
fees to limit access to public information,
they are creating a roadblock that takes
away public rights from those who have
already paid the bill.
harging a minimal fee to cover access to copies of records is understandable. But pricing access out of the
reach of ordinary citizens is not justice.
It is highway robbery!
Finally, Laura Bryant and Tom Sullivan, both in St. Louis, deserve some
recognition, too. Sullivan, according to
Post-Dispatch reporter Tony Messenger,
is a “relentless government watchdog.”
He is a constant advocate of openness
in local government in that community
and a frequent e-mailer of sunshine law
stories. Bryant is a Creve Coeur city
council member who is constantly seeking to use the sunshine law to ensure
public officials in that area are being
accountable to the public.
These folks remind us that we are not
talking about the media’s law here. We
are talking about the public’s law. Perhaps you and I use it more than most of
the public, but when it doesn’t work, it
is the public that is harmed, not just the
media. These folks serve as our constant
reminder of that fact.
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